ACROSS
1 Pass by Grant (6)
5 Having done it with Sue, can't make up with husband (8)
9 Adverse reaction caused by Spooner's need to strike (8)
10 Wee diamonds in a heap (6)
11 Somewhat lame she soon becomes entangled (6)
12 Uncorrupted girl with hint of patriotism for Switzerland (8)
14 New theory tends to hold the earliest of Aristotelian's as unfeeling (12)
18 Elizabeth Montagu was one of indecent repute in Gabon (12)
22 Change after drink causes decline (8)
25 Field officer's first wife having a drink (6)
26 Excellent service returned beyond bounds (3-3)
27 Unreserved on strike in progress (8)
28 Isn't the answer surprisingly tentative? (8)
29 Quick to understand about strategic aid (6)

DOWN
2 Cheered when told right away (6)
3 Be quick to prepare Socialist leader amidst intense dislike (4,5)
4 Have a strong emotional effect on porn star performing over time (9)
5 Inappropriate for a Parisian dwarf (7)
6 Somewhere in Campania my name is removed from a sign (5)
7 Check for ewe reportedly trapped in drainage shaft (5)
8 Gifted editor pursues story on conservationists (8)
13 Fashionable to avoid country health resort (3)
15 Quote about American spirit on the rise is puzzling (9)
16 Fix part containing academic's garbled nonsense (9)
17 Ring girl after everything is found in place (8)
19 Determined to make Adam's son back off (3)
20 Agree to study before class (7)
21 Black cat's swagger (6)
23 Chomsky essentially flipped over bit of insolence from Ruth's mother-in-law (5)
24 Extreme offering from Hoggart luckily withdrawn (5)

Solution 15,684

JOTTER PAD

\[
\text{A D E L P H I T H E A T R E}
\text{A A I I O D E L}
\text{B Y R O N S E N T I E N C E}
\text{A W D T G N O G}
\text{C H I C A G O A L B E R T A}
\text{U N R U N N N}
\text{S W I S S I M P O R T A N T}
\text{S C A A G U}
\text{K I T C H E N R H I T C H}
\text{E T H I C O U}
\text{T A R T L E T A B D O M E N}
\text{C O L L U H R A G}
\text{H A M F I S T E D A S T E R}
\text{U E N S O M I Y}
\text{P L O U G H I N G M A T C H}
\]